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Above: Comedian Nery Saenz. Top: Final-
Impression from leftto right: Larry Dougherty,
Aaron Kennedy, and Joe Ata on guitar, Jesse
Gallagher on drums.
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By Alisha VanHoose
Editor-in-Chief
The Flight Deck was filled on Sept. 14 as students waited
eagerly to see standup comedian Nery Saenz and band Final
Impression in the first Live Night of the semester.
"I'm wicked excited," said BCC Student Ashley Klein,
who had seen Saenz open for Jamie Kennedy and heard about
Thursday's performance from a friend at NSU.
Saenz went on at 9 p.m. to a full house, talking about
dating, college, guy friends, sex, getting lost on NSU's large
campus, and other subjects that had the audience cracking
up.
"It's like a middle school dance here," he said at one
point, referring to the large group offemale students up front
while most of the guys hung out by the pool tables.
The 25 year-old comic has been doing standup in local
venues for three years now.
"I'm glad to be where I am in my career in three years
because three years is really nothing. I feel like I'm ahead of
the curve," he said between joking with students after his
performance. ''I'm really impressed with Nova," he added.
"You guys have a good turnout every time." ,:---'
Final Impressions went up after a shory~ltermission and
had the room rocking with an energetic performance that
could be heard on the dther side of the uc.
The band, consisting of dental students Aaron Kennedy,
Larry Dougherty, Jesse Gallagher and Joe "Hands" Ata, played
a punky mix of original songs and covers as they jumped
arouhd in front of, as well as off of the edge of, the
Nery Saenz and Final Impression
Crack Up and Rock Out
Left: Kennedy and Ata make a simultaneous jump during the last part of their
set. Below left: A large crowd turned out for the performances. Above:
Saenz displays some locker room angst during his sketch. Photos by Michael
Palozzola.
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Standup comic, dental band
perform at first Live ~ight
stage."
"They were great," said junior
Mike Kuhar. "I like the guitar; they can
shred."
The group got together before a
talent show two years ago while in the
anatomy lab discussing the instruments
they play, and eventually named
themselves Final Impression.
, ''After all the stupid dental terms
we could think of, that was the toughest
one," quipped Gallagher.
"We're probably the best· band
to out of dental school," said Ata. "We
exclusively play dental-core."
At the moment1 the band only
plays campus venues and. has no plans to
branch out.
"We're thinking of branching
in, actually," said Ata. Doughtery adds,
"into dentistry."
Final . Impression's next
performance is to be OCf.26 in the
University Center.
Saenz and Final Impression can
be found online at www.myspace.com/
nerys~enzcomedy and www.myspace.
com/finalimpression.
·Photo courtesy NASA
As Atlantis and the International Space Station soar over earth, astronauts prepare the solar arrays during a
Sept. 13 spacewalk.
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NSU.
"The cervical cancer vaccine is
an impressive accomplishment," said
Christopher Tann, president of the
Pre-med society. "Seventyfive percent
of lives saved is an outstanding
number. It's amazing how clinical
trials can advance medicine and help
get it out to the community."
Though Gardisil is effective,
it is also costly. According to the
Columbus Dispatch, health officials
are wondering if college women
can afford a $400 dollar vaccine to
prevent cervical cancer. Many believe
that the cost will keep students from
getting the high-priced, three-dose
shot. The American College Health
during construction. Astronaut Joe
Tanner, who lost the fastener, said that
"I just hope that bolt is on its way to
mother Earth" in a Los Angeles Times
article. NASA officials responded by
saying that after evaluating the risk
they "are not concerned about" the 2-
ounce bolt that could have potentially
interfered with equipment and have
cleared the shuttle for return.
On Sept. 14, NASA.gov
reported that the. crew completed
"full deployment" of the solar panels
after a software problem delayed
By Shenita Ann McLean
StaffWriter
More women may be able to
receive protection against the various
types of cancer-causing human
papilloma viruses thanks to Merck's
cervical cancer vaccine. The vaccine,
Gardisil, was developed to protect
against two types of HPV viruses
that cause 75 percent of all cervical
canceis:" according to Earthtimes.org.
/.\ "There are a few things in
women's health that get me so excited,
but this is just wonderful because
it's basically almost going to be 100
percent prevention of cancer," said
Dr. Karen Fienstien, who administers
the vaccine.
Not only is the medical
community excited about the life
saving vaccine but so are students at
.New Cervical Cancer Vaccine
Protects Against HPV
of the craft following the Columbia
disaster in 2003. The Associated
Press reported that over 100 cameras
" monitored the fuel tank's foam and
found three possible hits that likely
did minimal damage. Shuttle program
manager Wayne Hale said that after
reviewing the video, he is "at ease" for
the shuttle's integrity.
Atlantis transported an over 17
ton "truss section that will be added
to the half-built space station," that
will add two solar arrays responsible
for providing power to the structure,
the Associated Press indicated.
During the first space walk on
Sept. 12, a bolt was lost in space
Please See TROPICAL
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Terrible
Tropical Trio
Three recent tropical storms in
the Atlantic Ocean potentially posed
threats to nearby landmasses, though
only one made landfall. The flurry of
activity, which increased the number
of named storms this year to eight,
comes midway through the hurricane
season.
Hurricane Florence was the first
of the three hurricanes to develop.
Tropical Depression Six formed in
the Atlantic, 2,500 miles away from
Southwest Florida on Sept. 3, By,
Sept. 4, she developed into Tropical
Stonn Florence and was showing
strengthening potential. Tropical
Following several delays caused by
bad weather and mechanical problems,
space shuttle Atlantis launched from
Kennedy Space Center on Sept. 9 on
a mission to continue construction of
the international space station.
Special attention was paid to the
foam insulation to ensure the safety
By Shenita Ann McLean
StaffWriter
Shuttle Atlantis Docks with
Space Station after Delays
Shuttle delayed
multiple times
prior to launch
By Greg Kyriakakis
Nation & World Editor
GOT AN ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTION? Send it to: EarthTalk,
c/o ElThe Environmental Magazine, P.O. Box 5098, Westport, CT
06881; submit it at: www.emagazine.com/earthtalk/thisweek/. or
e-mail: earthtalk@emagazine.com. Read past columns at: www.
emagazine.com/earthtalk/archives.php.
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(LEED) program.
Despite the prevalence of
recycled papers and the increased
efficiency of electric hand dryers, it
may still be disheartening to know
that no matter what you are offered
at the conclusion of your public
restroom visit you are having some
environmental impact. For those
losing sleep over that, there is always
the truly green fallback of carrying
your own reusable washcloth.
EARTH
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issue with a high-velocity air stream
that actually blows most of the
water off the hands, leaving the thin
remaining film of water to evaporate
more quickly. The product is the first
electric hand dryer to be awarded
the Environmental Building News
GreenSpec designation for conserving
energy and reducing waste, and is
also the first to qualify for the U.S.
Green Building Council's Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design
Vandals Thank Paramedics by Painting
Ambulance
A group of vandals were apparently so thankful to authorities for helping
their sick friend that they decided to decorate the ambulance with graffiti.
According to ThislsExeter.com, while at a party in Ottery St. Mary in Devon,
England, a girl became ill and needed medical attention; while being treated
her friends vandalized the vehicle. A crew member said that the attack by
the "slightly drunk" gang "was completely unprovoked." The vehicle was
taken out of service due to the obscene nature of the graffiti. The chief
executive of the ambulance service said that this was the second incident of
vehicle damage in recent days.
Fleeing Drunkard Stops for Red Lights
Being involved in a police chase did not stop Joshua Grant from being a
concerned citizen. While driving drunk, the Nashua, N.H. resident, evaded
police but stopped at every red light he encountered, according to WMUR
news. Police attempted to stop the vehicle by deflating the tires with a spike
strip, but Grant continued moving. A police captain said that the suspect's
"very unusual" stop light decorum allowed police "to subsequently box in
the vehicle so it would no longer go when it came t~ another stop at one
of the red lights." Grant was charged with drunk driving, among other
violations, and will be arraigned later in the month.
On Trial for Threatening Judge, Man Again
Threatens Judge
Not one to learn from his mistakes, Ignacio Javier Bilbao Goikoetxea, on
trial for threatening to kill a judge, told the judge Alfonso Guevara during
his subsequent hearing that he would shoot and skin his Honor. Reuters
reported that the convicted murderer shouted at Guevara "Ifyou're a man,
come here ... I'm going to skin you alive ... I look forward to shooting you
seven times when I get my hands on you" in a Madrid, Spain, courtroom.
Goikoetxea is already serving 45 years for the murder ofa government official
and may have another twO years added to his sentence for the threatening
outburst.
CONTACTS:
World Dryer Corporation, www.worlddryer.com/environment.html;
Handwashing For Life Institute, wwW.handwashingforlife.com/US/
english/lntegrated_solutions/paper_towel.asp; Excel Dryer, www.
exceldryer.com; GreenSpec Directory, www.buildinggreen.com/
ecommerce/gs.cfm.
Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis
Immune to Shocks, Electric Stuntman· Killed by
Generator
Nguyen "Hung Electric" Van Hung, aVietnamese man nationally revered for
his ability to resist electric shocks, was killed by electrocution while repairing
a generator. A Reuters article stated that Hung Electric, who o~ce appeared
on the program "Strange Stories ofVietnam," would demonstrate "how he
would insert two fingers into the electrical plughole without problems,"
said a local official. Despite his previous victories against electrical currents,
Hung Electricdied after neglecting to disable t~ generator's power source
before begianing repairs. - .
proceedings. According to NASA,
"the deployment of the arrays sets
the stage for futute expansion of the
. " .
statlon.
Fourteen additional trips to the
station are planned tocomplete the
station. Once completed, the current
shuttle fleet will be retired in 2010 as
focus turns to the moon:
Some have been critical of the
space program since President Bush
in 2004 o~tlined a plan to return to
the moon--by 2020 and eventually
travel to Mars. The inherent danger
of space flight, mechanical troubles,
and copious spending bolster
TROPICAL
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Storm Florence intensified into a
category one hurricane as it neared
Bermuda.
Many feared that Florence was
going to strengthen into a category
two hurricane as it passed over land.
The storm raged through Bermuda
with maximum winds of 90 mph.
According to Palmbeachpost.com,
Florence peeled roofs off houses,
smashed windows, and knocked out
power to 23,000 homes as it pounded
Bermuda on Sept. 11,. About 5,000
people had their power back by the
same evening.
Tropical Depression Seven
i,.
their argument to reduce the scope
program.
Junior Ryan Frabizio points
to the few failed Mars missions as
evidence as to the wastes of the space
program and feels the U.S. is not in a
good position to be spending on space
exploration. "They spend so much
on the war and we have such a huge
deficit. For now, it's something that's
not important to me."
Others at NSU disagree. "I think
it's important to have a space program.
Strategically, we need to have the upper
hand," said senior Diego Echeverri.
He conceded that the government
formed in the Atlantic on Sept. 11,
and developed sustained winds of 45
mph, upgrading its status to tropical
storm. Tropical Storm Gordon
was expected to follow the path of
Florence but instead waddled in the
Atlantic, missing landfall. Gordon
was later upgraded to hurricane status.
with top sustained winds of 75 mph,
but was not expected to leave water,
according to the National Hurricane
Center.
The eighth tropical depression of
the season, with maximum winds of
35 mph, developed on Sept. 12 about
225 miles southwest of Cape Verde
Islands, according to Weather.com.
should be wise about spending and
that privatizing the industry could
stimulate development as companies
compete.
A problem with the power system
forced a delay in the scheduled Sept.
6 launch and a fuel sensor caused the
cancellation ofthe Sept. 8 rescheduled
departure of Atlantis. The original
launch of the shuttle was scheduled
for a late August but was delayed due
to weather concerns. According to
CBS News, this construction mission
has been on hold since May 2003
following the Columbia accident.
The next day the storm showed slight
strengthening potential, according
to Caribbean360.com, and by Sept.
14 became Hurricane Helene with
40 mph winds as it moved west
northwest at 22 mph. The storm
posed no threat.
On Sept. 13, Florence
weakened and dissipated, leaving only
Gordon which strengthened into a
category three hurricane. "Gordon
won't threaten any land masses in
the foreseeable future, "said Jamie
Rhome, a hurricane specialist at the
Hurricane Center. "It is a concern
only to shipping."
~yKristine Belizaire
'Distribution Manager
The NSU Shark Shuffle,.a 5K run
and fitness walk that will provide the NSU
community, as well as the South Florida,
with physical activity opportunities, will
also help student pay for school. During the
Shark Shuffle, the participants in
this event will take a tour around
the NSU campus.
In addition to promoting
fitness and health at NSU and
in South Florida, the event's
goal is to raise grant money for
NSU students. According to
. America Mine;., Assistant
Director for Fitness and
Wellness;'a total of$8500
has been donated by the Deans
of each college. When the students cross
the finish line, they will hand their. bib number
to a volunteer. That number will be entered into
a drawing and. the winners will '~eceive a $500
grant. The fastest male and female runners
and walkers in. the different cate,gories will ,.
receive awards and prI:zes, which include
. goodie bags; medals and trophies.
NSU stud~nts, facuIty stafE and their
immediate farilily members will have to pay
$12 to partiCipate in the event. Runners
and walkers from the community will pay
$25. Advanced-registration participants
will receive a' free Shark Shuffie tee ~hirt
and coupons. Registrati9l:! and packet
pick--up will be ,()n Friday, Sept. 22 from
4 'to 8 p.m. at the Shark Shuffl-e Expo in
the University Center. The expo will also
inc1udeworkshops about running, strength
training.and injury preven~ion.
The Shark Shuffle will be held on Sept.
24 at 7: 30 a,m. at Nova Southeastern
University. For more information, call
(954) 262 7301.
"I'm A Slur" Speaks Out
on ·[)lSCirimiI18tion
," ,_.".:: ... ,c' "'.. ',," . ,.(:.', _,'
~
Bryant then went
over the "dos and don'ts"
of resume writing, such as
putting most of the most
relevant informational the
beginning, utiliz'tng active
voice and numbers. Bryant
also offered more useful
advice as he took questions
from the students.
"He was quite helpful
in· getting the little details
people rpis§." said student
• Jummy.Adelakun.
"I .definitely enjoyed
it)' said Freshman' Rosanna
Simone. "These things
are very essential tor the
future."
Career Services' next
Lunch and Learn will be
covering self-marketing
and networking On Oct. 5
in room 1047 of the Carl
D~Santis .building. For .
moreinformation about the
Lunch and Learn series or
Career Services, call' 954-
262-7701' or send an email
to career@nova.edu.
By Michael B'ergbauer
StajfWriter .•
On Sept.12, Career
Services held the first of
its LunCh and Learn series,
Resume. Development, which
took place in room 1047 of
. the Carl DeSilitis 'bililding.
Included were free food and
, drinks and apresentation from
Senior Director of Global
Recruitment at, Thunderbird
UniversIty, Jay Bryant. .
During. the event,
students were encouraged to
partake in a fiee lun!=h while
Brxant gave a presentation
on the finer points on resume
and'cover l~er construction.
"Th f'".e "purpose' 0 a resume,
said BfYClnt, "is to sell
.yourself It should outline.
your qualifications that can
be directlycompared to other
'applicants atld show effective
written communication and
attention to detail."
Food for Thought
and Belly
.,Lunch and
'Learn Series
Please See SLUR.
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By Kristine Belizaire
Distribution Manager
"fag"and'?eing.bullied in'elementary school
fOr"heinggay.
NSU students and fac::ulty gathered in The Diversity Ambassadors also recalled
the University Center Pit for ''I'm ASlut," an experiences of discrimination at' NSU.As
event on Sept. 14 hosted by NSU's Diversity' international students, theyfelt-discriminated
Ambassador PrograJ.1l to discuss the iS~lle of againSt because of the lack ,of,scholarship
discrimination. .opportunities available. Several a.riJ.b~sadors
.The event's title refers to any derogatory recalled how prof~ssors told them to· learn
word that peopk use, and it encoufClged the the American way ofwriting and learn to,
diversity ambassadors and attendees to 'own speak real English.
up to these'words and make sure they are ' lhe pl'Ograni carrie to an, end after the
destroyed. Terry Morrow, ~istant Director sharing <;>f stories and atte~dees' mingled
of Student Activities and Development, while enjoying refreshments. Marvin.Mason,
welcomed everyone to the event, saying that fr~sh~anand~arineBiology majoratN'SU,
the event would b..e discussing the 'isms,' like SaId '" I ,feel enlIghtened. It's nice to·know'
racism and sexism, Morrow invited people about the background of others and how
to listen to others with an open mind and they take offense to terms that we use."
show respect. for die other speakers. The TheMissionoftheDiversityAmbassadors
event began with an ice-breaker activity is to build bridges of understandingtq. create
where the attendees stood ina circle arid were a community where each individual acts as a
instructed to step forward when they heard student and teache[ of div:ersity. Their vision
a label that applied to them or someone tha~s to create an environment where students .
they knew.' ~ respect; understand;tnd preserve diversityand
After the ice-breakers, the Diversity whereindiyiduals gairi resJ?ectand knowledge
Amba:ssa40rs gave their own personal stories of others. Robin Cooper, Graduate Assistartt
of when, they encountered discrimination. for Multicultural and Spiritual Affairs, said
One student remembered being called a the. "[Diversity 'Ambassadors are] a group
"white girl" when she was actually part of truly committed people who want to
black and then being called a "mixed girl" break down discrimination and 'make the
when she told people abouther background,
Others relived experiences of being called a
< ~~·'~~;:·1;~;;.:;~.'~":::'<'· "'';:;'::-~~J1:i '. "~. ;''',.''~.:>:'.J: ' ,.:.';,~.~,,~,O:::;,,'~;-¥.:~;::<~'''3!., "j;i
Students share stories
of when and where they
encountered discrimination
SEPTEMBER 18. 2006 THF CIJlUHNT 7
~~~i~uedfrompage6 NSU to Celebrate
Second Annual
Constitution Day
p----------------------------------
Sitters Wanted.
$10 or more per hour.
Register free for babysitting,
housesitting and petsitting
jobs near campus or home.
www.student-sitters.com.
p-----------------------------------.
campus better. Students should
join if they feel passionate about
wanting to actively work to reduce '
ignorance."
"I value the importance of
diversity," explained Shatavia
Alexander, Counselor-in-Residence
and Diversity Ambassador, "and
I think it's about learning about
difference~ but also recognizing
similarity." -
By Tanya Pames
StaffWriter
The law school will be hosting
their "I signed the Constitution"
program from 10 to 4 p.m. on
Monday, Sept. 18, This program
gives students the opportunity to sign
their names on a replica Constitution
alongside the Founding Fathers, such
as George Washington and Benjamin
Franklin. The tables will be set up in
the Alvin Sherman Library and the
Health Professions Division.
After the event ends, the law
school will be showing a film called
. "Judicial Independence: A Hallmark
of Liberty," featuring Supreme Court
Justices 0' Connor, Breyer and
Kennedy. 1here will be a reception
in the .Law Center Faculty Terrace
following this movie.
On Dec. 8, 2004 President
George Bush signed a bill known as
Public Law 108-447 which designated
the day of Sept. 17 as Constitution
Day. The holiday is in recognition of
the 39 Founding Fathers who signed
the Constitution on that day in 1787.
For more information please
visit http://www.nova.edu/
studentengagement/constitutionday.
html or contact Katie Blanco, Director
of Student Engagement at (954) 262-
7283.
Modelsl Dancers Wanted
Upscale, high-end female owned agency. Looking
for the hottest, most intelligent, personable females.
Contact Amy or Rebeka @786 303-4711.
._---------------------------------
Room available Luxurious 3 bed 3 bath house.
$700/month
Gated Country Club Community.
On Lake and Golf Course.
Call Mara 954-303-1184
._----------------------------------~
~_._-~
NASI
rlJOPH.AR MACEUTICALS
.,""--
500 plasma donors
needed now!
New donors earn $75* this week!
Qualified Specialty Plasma Donors
can earn up to $300* a month!
*Payment amounts depending upon donation frequency &program
2301 N. University Dr, Suite #103
Pembroke Pines' 9.54-987-6240
M.ust havevali~IDalong with proof of SS# and local residency.
Walk-ins Welcome. No appointment necessary.
,4" ··.······.·~~lti.oo.';1Ii.•..••. > , .•' ' •.•••••• ·.i·..~<i .c:·;·,nO··· "'I'IOuu'KlD;' :./(I;afteS"\I.LD/'il)lme
....,'Y>; ...•. "." .' .,. / :,~e~:I-I~'W'ev.~r~'~tf.:()f"lJraclring ,work mld:,1:tyi1lg JOSuppo~hlmself,
'·''1:&:EEditor. . ' '." ' :....,.:.,~.'~~<;~~".~~~,lt!l~.~erio~:death~~fhe ue'Willil:l~X:;:utd>warily took·'~~~j~a;;tr-!tl~~I_~l
a.I~totind·.•·•.~ .·..• ·•.. ::,~e; •.••. snqw·..•. ·.• eyentllally. •gets
:le;Fli~1ife~eelIle4 .•. ':utcelle<faIl~ Reeyesidecides to makeJ,aglrig~dtfte#~~wet~'~~~ht1<~tiy~~~~:'~:a~?rwho Coul~ta fewfll~gesin~llis .new life. He
.......•......•.•.•...tnoVed'>~'Httl~slQ""¢.~\~d·*(ji'k¥~~~ee~'fontMannix"dumpsT(wJforyOlmgaspiringactress
than I would have lme<l / .•..•.•.." ~'(biane:Lane),~ifeofMGM big ~hot Leonore 4:mmon (Robin. Tunney)-
I'm sure most people didn't.EddieMannii{Boi)Hoskins). They and decides he wants to direct and
know who Geoige .' Reeves was hit it off immediately and continue produce more than he wants to act.
before the film came out, and ( their affaireven after Reeves finds out His romancewith1.emmon lasts a
didn't either. Older folks know him that Toni is married.- . while before his untimely death.
as the original ~elevision Superman, Reeves and Toni.seem~ompletely Louis Simo (Adrian Brody), an
and Hollywood knows him as the in love, except for the fact that she's ex.,.cop and' private, detective, soon
SJlperman that killed himself Or legally bound to another man. .She takes it iipon himself to figure' out
did he? buys him presents and eventually buys what exactly happened to. Reeves.
That's exactly the question I him a house right before he lands the Please See HOLLYWOOD
thought this Inoviewould try to role of television's Superman. 9ut of Page 10
~-~
Battallo.n Wars
By MichaelBergbauet
StaffWritet . a.bitc~mberspme.. Youmustlock<m toamongst •. themselves to create a realistic fan ofstrategy games, or are looking for
, . .yourtargei,;'selegtheunityou want roatn:t0sphere. '.' . . a$hooter thatdoessomething different,
If ,you fipd yOw-Self' bore4 ,or (;;()nllnand~thC;~s*~,thenCOIItlJl.M,ldit. . .... ~yen.~()pgh Batl:~i<?n\X7~is~Short byallmean$,~ecktWstitleou~ .
.disappointed .. ·wit;h .. new.,. or ... up~ornill~ ..... ~istakesa,bit.geFgused~q,¢$Rec:iallY .experience, 'it's fun while it l~ts~ Ifyou're a1:e'~iiS~,'i~'~~:;l1e~;~~~.:~~~ep;,),~;,~€:,,~·~~tsb~~¥{)U,·.~~!i,~, ••...•.
backandplay :ifew oldies. ~1'1ayingintheand:.idelltifythreats and. then send :the
Past" will reminisce'some:ofthe games of .~propnate,ullitsafter' them. However,
yore, covering titles that: may.havepassed dIre¢tiycontl'()llingaunitaboutthe fi¢ld
you by. ..•. . '.' is tight andeasy..Also,unit ~isdivided,
Battalion Wal"S isaUll(quegarilefor in ·that infantryandmo~tair units will
itstime~It succ~ssfuDyintegrates-eleLllents foll~walltheir~mmawJSrelatively\Vell,
from the ..shooterand~tegygellres 'to but grouhde4,.meChanized .•utrit§:(tariks"~
presentanot-so-seriOus game ofwar with jeeps,etc.) have troubl¢keepingupwith '~italgarneplay.- '. you, are generally bad at evading enemy
. . Battalion .Wars'siory begins .with fire and attack with half-asked. tenacity.
a .'shaky cease-fire between the fictiOIl,al Therefore, it's -always necessary to directly
Western Frontier and theTundran Empire; cOntrol them and not to send them off on
Whenit erumblesa~ayinto another war, their own.
athirdfaetion,the evil Xylvaniatis, s~k The game's' campaign spans 20
to take advantage of _their war-wearied levels; rescuing POWs,capturingenemy
enemieS and ruiethe woad inan iron grip. ' bases and assisting your allies in .combat
The W~tet1;lFrontier and the Tundrans are just some Qf the missions you'll be
j()in for~; tostop·thisgl~bal;~t~():f4cing.'iAddid6n~y, . yoUr performan«"
fight for woCld peace. It sounds;serlo~ ':·in each ,levefis~ with a medal. By ,
when putth~way,bJlt. in Battalion Wars, get,ting enough high-ranking n:t~, you
war isa~e, ~ich~w:a)"focl:IlaQy:canunlock llPJq fOllr: bOl;lUS.wissions;comicarsi~tionsandl~l~ '~ts,: .. U~rtun'ateJr, ~llen"YOh:are;finishedwjth;
,'keeping the focus on fun. . .... .. ". the campaign. these four bonus missici'r,.s
' ....Batt@on .• ,•. Wars mixes.• ~.~~~',!:~~.(,)nlr ~racontent the game offers,
,frOmthitd'"pei'son shooters and re&tinie. ftfiakiilg'Ba1:ta&n.Wars a short..lived affair.
Strategy. lfi·the 6eld,ommander, YQU Certainly, some sort of multipl~yermode
are .free' to directly control any single would have been much appreciated.
Ullit, whilecomma.ndi~gther~t of your .. ..' Althougltit ,filay bea short game,
ba~ion .'·to··a~ gi.tat4~;,6r ,:follo~:;:Ba~a.liQn:W:its: loPksgQo4,Desp!~e being"
Whateve~ unit you control is, obviously, a game of war, the graphics are ~oony
the most~erous becauseofyolu-human ina. way akin to the Advance Wars series
intelligence. But "going Rambg" will g~(in ~fore rel~.er ~a.ttalionWars.was
YOll.llo:wh¢re,.~:;~e;~D,¢~y:'~>q~CJd~~~~9,Ja(~v~ce.\,~~;,.pn~9· F~t(
counter or overwhelmyou. Therefore,you '. Blltaside froln its. charm ~d style, the
m.'. us.'tskinfull.·'. 'ordet the oth¢ritii$ijf~1;'~f~i~d~~br~f3'd~"§r(eW~~~,~t
... 1. . .' . .'"Tji,,,,. "'i·'· ..."'· gr""'" ,",. 'i"~i"';~:"""" ."t~"Y"'" ;, ".'.:',' ".",<;"~'
battalion .to a.ttack suscep~ble enemy units by other games~ ;. .
(as everyrinit is strong against some, but The soundgoesaloDgwith the unique
, totn.to pieces byothers), guard important style of Battalion Wars: The characters in
areas, and advance to\Vard victory. the game'are excellently voice cast and are
Accomplishing this takes some a joyfo hear. The militant style music is',
practice and trial" arid error, .but it mostly subduea in the game to emphasize
eventually coines together; From the the sounds of war. Bullets ping off metal,
start, commanding your units, can be tank. engines rumble and. soldiers quip
The Mars Volta: Amputectun
musIC.
The Mars Volta mainly caters
to the American music scene, but they
are not without their Latin influences.
The track titled ''Asilos Magdelena" and
one-fourth of "Viscera Eyes" is sung in
Spanish, and both feature some traditional
Spanish acoustic guitar. While these songs
are intriguing, those who do not speak
Espanol peude tener un problema. See
what I mean? Anyway, they are, good
songs.
Amputechture (pronounced
Ampu-texture, by the way) is undoubtedly
an interesting selection among all the bland
bands who stick to the mold or only stray
far enough to claim they do so. Ignore the
dissonant portions and Amputechture is a
jewel of musical oddities.
tr
for God. I will just say that the lyrics are
not very holy.
Without looking up a profile of
the band, it is almost impossible to tell
that The Mars Volta currently has about
eight members, each playing a variety
of instruments. The album features
instruments ranging from the usual guitar
and bass to synthesizers, flutes and other
woodwinds, and an assortment of electric
goodies. The result of this band playing in
unison is a rather thick sound. Each song
undoubtedly has substance.
In some songs there are portions
that unfortunately sound too dissonant.
There simply is too much going on at
one time, too much leaving the speakers,
and there is only so much that the ears
can absorb and process. These occasional
parts sound more like noise than ... well,
interesting and innovative guitar work and
mellow, expressive vocals.
As soon as "Tetragrarnmaton,"
the second track begins, the truly unique
feature of Mars Volta becomes apparent.
The entire album is one long, nonstop
song that is divided into different themes
rather than individual, broken sections.
Each song (with some bordering on 12
minutes in length) seamlessly flows into
the next without the slightest bit of a
pause, giving the sense of a complete
and unified audio experience. Besides
that fact, "Tetragrammaton" is also one
exciting song. The tempo definitely picks
up the pace and introduces a different
theme. Even though it is a good song,
some may have a problem with the title:
"Tetragrammaton" is the Hebrew name
By Paul Saneaux
Managing Editor
Properly pronouncing the name of
the new Mars Volta album, Amputechture,
is just as difficult as attempting to deciphe~
the band's cryptic lyrics and wrapping an
understanding ear around the bizarre,
ambient music all at the same time. The
sound may be strange and the lyrics may
be bewildering, but Amputechture is an
oddly pleasant and atypical album.
The first track, "Vicarious
Atonement," begins very slowly, building
off of a graduated tempo that takes
quiet a while generate energy. This sort
of approach to a introductory track may
upset someone looking for music to bang
heads to, burwhat "Vicarious Atonement"
accomplishes is defining The Mars Volta
sound: A gradual tempo that works toward
The "Path" to 9/11
Television dramatization inflames Clinton
administration
By Tanya Parnes
StaffWriter
ABC and the Walt Disney
Corporation have just aired their new
miniseries, The Path TO 9/11, which
outlines the different events that had led
up to the terrorist attacks on September
11, 2001. The five hour miniseries aired
commercial-free on Sunday, Sept. 10 and
Monday, Sept. 11 on ABC.lhe producers
explained in several disclaimers that this
was not a documentary, but rather a
dramatization of the events that occurred
during the years prior to 9/11. Due to
political pressure however, ABC was forced
to edit its original version before airing it
on national television.
This miniseries has caused much
controversy amongst the former political
officials of the Clinton administration,
who said that it was not historically
accurate and was instead full of errors and
lies. According to a FOX News Report,
Clinton did not bother to watch the series
because it angered so many members of
his former staff.
Clinton said in response to the
miniseries, "They shouldn't have scenes
that are directly contradicted by the
findings of the 9/11 report."
The series hinted that Clinton was
too distracted by the Monica Le~insky
affair to deal with Osama Bin Laden and
the threat of terrorism from the al-Qaida
forces.
Jay Carson, the spokesman for the
Clinton Foundation said, "He made the
choice that so many Americans made...
of a fictionalized version of September
11 or the Manning brothers playing
football against one another, he chose
the latter."
Clinton was not the only one
who was outraged by this miniseries.
Madeleine K. Albright, former Secretary
of State, was also angry about several
scenes that she said did not take place.
She wrote a ietter of complaint to
Walt Disney Chief Robert A. Iger, in
which she stated that she did not warn
Pakistani government officials before the
United States launched an air strike on
Mgh~istan.
/,. According to the FOX News report
she said, "It depicts scenes that never
happened, events that never took place,
decisions that were never made and
conversations that never occurred."
The miniseries, however, claims
Osama Bin Laden had the chance to
escape from Mghanistan because of her
warning to the Pakistani government.
Another voice of controversy came
from Samuel E. Berger, the National
SecurityAdviser, who criticized the accuracy
of the miniseries. He said that he did not
authorize a special CIA force to abort
their mission to kill Osama Bin Laden.
In the miniseries, George Tenet, director
of the CIA, requested authorization from
Washington to kill Bin Laden and his
troops in Mghanistan. Berger's response
was that he did not have that authority and
would have nothing to do with that course
of action. The CIA was then told to abort
the mission and Bin Laden escaped once
again. Berger was angry about the entire
scene.
Berger told FOX News "the fabrication
of this scene of such apparent magnitude
cannot be justified under any reasonable
definition of dramatic license."
Thomas H. Kean, the co-executive
producer and former governor of New
York said, "I know there are some scenes
where words are put in characters' mouths.
But the whole thing is true in the spirit of
9/11." ABC spokesman Jonathan Hogan
also defended the miniseries that had over
300 sets and a budget of about 40 million.
According to the FOX News report
he said the miniseries was a "dramatization,
not a documentary, drawn from a variety
of sources, including the 9/11 commission,
other published materi~ls and personal
interviews."
The Sharks women's team came in second place, led by sophomore Bethany Brenkus.
Cross Country Teams
Finish Second at Florida
Tech Invitational
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor
On Sept. 9, the men's and women's cross
country teams both finished in second place at
the Florida Tech Invitational at Wickham Park.
''At FIT, we were one of the strongest teams
at the race, but we let a good opportunity slip
away," said Head Coach Bruce McCrea. "We
were a little disappointed since both the men and
women finished in second place last year. This
year, we felt we had a shot to win at least one of
the races. Mentally, I think we'll be stronger for
it though."
Junior Aaron Kolterjahn led the Sharks with
Aaron Kolteriahn finishes 3rd in the
Florida Tech Invitational.
All photos (Ourtesy of GARY CURRERI.
a third place finish individually with a time
of 27:00.56 in the 8K race. Abdalla Eskender
finished right behind Kolterjahn with an
individual fourth place finish. His time was
27:01.46 in the 8K race. McCrea said about
Eskender, "I expect him to have a great year.
He ran really fast during track season and put
in big miles over the summer."
Robert Maughan had a time of 28:34.83,
finishing in 17th place. Chad Turnipseed and
junior Brando~Petersen came in 21 st and 22nd
place with times of 29:13.69 and 29:26.98,
respectively. Christian Moore is an incoming
freshman racing in his first season and the only
freshman on the men's team.
"Christian has been frustrated by illness for
the past few weeks, so his racing has suffered;
when he gets healthy, he will be a solid scorer
for us," assured McCrea. Moore finished in
30th place with a time of 30:45.84.
The women's team als~ came in second
place. The teams all raced in a 5K run. They
were led by sophomore Bethany Brenkus, who
came in.sixth place with a time of 20:33.27.
McCrea said that Brenkus was one of "our
top runners (and MVP's) last season, so it's no
surprise that she's leading the team." Junior
Stefi Cevallos was behind Brenkus in 11th place
with a time of20:59.17. Courtney Clearwaters
finished in 12th place overall with a time of
21 :23.56. Heather Sternau placed in 14th with
a time of21:29.42.
There are two freshman added to the
women's team this year, Tara Haddock an.d
Alice Henley..
"Tarahas already made her impact,scoring
points for us in both early season races," said
McCrea. ''Alice has been battling throughsome
injuries but we expect her to make her debut as
a Shark this weekend at UE By the end of the
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W L T PTS GF GA W L T peT . GF GA
Barry 1 0 0 3 3 1 5 0 0 1.000 19 4
Lynn 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 1.000 13 1
Rollins 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 .833 29 8
Nova Southeastern 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 .667 5 4
Tampa 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 .667 14 12
Eckerd 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 .500 6 6
Saint Leo 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 .500 15 11
Florida Southern 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 .300 5 6
Florida Tech 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 3 1 .300 19 11
Women's Soccer
w
Saint Leo I 1
Floridq Tech 0
Eckerd 0
Nova Southeastern I 0
Rollins 0
Tampa I 0
10
o
Florida Southern
,~
Bethan.y Brenkus
leads team in 5K run
season, she sh~uld be an impact runner for us."
Haddock finished in 20'h (21:52.20) and junior Chelsea
Gibert placed 25'h (22:43.93). Also in the field was Bridget
Haley, who finished in 26'h with a time of 23:02.00, Jaymie
Brooks who came in 27'h with a time of 22:49.64, Alyssa
Reeves, 3yd with a time of23:28.07, and grad student Dayliset
Oliva, who finished the race in 38'h with a time of24:18.54.
Winning the men's and women's team titles was Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University. NSU came in second with 59
points on the men's side. For the women, Embry-Riddle won
the team title with 54 points. NSU came in second with a
t9tal of61 points. In third place was Florida Gulf Coast, and
Florida Tech came in fourth place. "We have higher goals as
a team this season, so this past summer, the men and women
stepped it up in terms of their summer training," said Coach
McCrea. "I expect our performances ro get better and better
as we get a few races in and start reducing the training load."
DOUBLE
continued from page 11
in the first half.
Marking an extremely physical game, referees were
forced to throw out quite a few yellow cards to both teams,
along with a red card to an Eckerd athlete for foul language
and unnecessary violence on the field.
The second half, as well as the entire 10 minutes of
the first overtime, was long and scoreless. Within the first
19 seconds of double overtime, freshman Anton Siedlitzki
was pulled down, allowing Cronin to step up and make the
winning goal off a penalty kick into the upper left corner of
the goal.
Playing such a tough and· emotional game proved to
the Sharks that this 2006 season is going to be a challenging
one.
"Wins like these bring the team closer together and
stronger. It's not so much the aggressive hype of the game
that makes the win so sweet, it's fighting for each other and
coming out on top that makes all the difference," exclaimed
sophomore Adam Majorie.
Ad Infinitum
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To withdraw $19,000 from the
overall NSUSGA Budget..~pay its
own members, for jobs they have
yet to complete, is ludicrous. That
$19,000 is money that will not make
it to the clubs and organizations
that depend on the NSUSGA for
funding of their events. Clubs and
organizations don't have the chance
to sit on the NSUSGA and vote for
themselves, and if they did then it
would be different, but half of the
clubs are suspended, and the other
halfare struggling, looking for some
source of funding, like DPhiE's Mr.
Fintastic event.
But there are two points that
make me truly mad. One is the
fact that Dr. Gershman made the
statement that "...other SGAs do
it." Well, let's throw it back to Pre-
K, Dr. Gershman. If other SGAs
jumped off a bridge, would you
jump too? The fact is that every
SGA does not have to be a clone of
the previous, like that of Peebles, or
parallel ones (HPD, SBA, etc.). The
NSUSGA does not have to allocate
$19,000 for themselves to make
decisions.
that seems like a lot of money going
towards a very small portion of the
total undergraduate population.
Hey SGA, if your mission
statement is to be both diverse
and dynamic how is this diverse, if
only 30 select students are getting
funding? Just think about it for me.
But what upsets me even more,
is the fact that Advisor Dr. Gershman
stated in is advisor remarks that the
SAC Quad Thursday event's funds
going towards food are for the
students. He went on to say that
"student activity fees [are] for student
activities."
But how does a budget for
almost $19,000 going to only
thirty students benefit the entire
campus? That money is not going
towards the (as in the entirety of the
undergraduate population) students
for their student activities.
Let us take the University
Center for example. All students pay
the student Activity Fee. That fee, as
I was informed by Dr. Gershman,
"goes into a wide variety of things,"
including the University Center. But
the difference is that center benefits
every single student at any given
time, not just the thirty that sit on
the NSUSGA, or will sit, as they are
allocating to positions not yet filled.
moment because SGA Advisor Gary
Gershman uttered those same words a the amount should be allocated in
week prior. one,' total block sum or piecemeal.
The main issue on the Some senators suggested to allocate
rectangular multi-sectioned table funds in a block ·sUlJl to include the
is that of a bill (not resolution, my unfilled positions that will become
mistake) that concerns compensation filled (eventually, I would hope).
for senators and the executive board.. Others preferred a piecemeal method,
Although the bill was tabled for a writing a bill to add money every time
second time, making it three weeks a new senator is appointed. Gershman
old, there are some details about that explained that allotting a block sum
particular piece of legislati~n that the will allow the SGA to know how much
senate cannot seem to work out. First money was left in the total budget
ofall, I need to clarify that the bill (not come winter. A piecemeal· method, he
resolution) is simply to set aside the assured, would not give an accurate
money that will go toward the SGA's estimate of the final amount.
compensation and will not increase In undue course, the senate
said compensation, like I mentioned pretty much agreed that the bill's
in last week's installment (my mistake, amount should be in block form so the
again). issue would not have to be brought
The goal of the bill is to set
aside a hefty sum of about $18,800
from the senate reserve fund. The
drawn out discussion was over whether
Letterfrom a Reader
A Fly on the Wall:
Dear Editor,
Now, in my opinion,
j250 per E-Board member (7)
.:, (summer 2006)
$1000 per E-Board member (7)
(fall 2006-winter 2007)
$500 per senate member (18)
(fall 2006-winter 2007)
$200 per OSB (4)/Senate
Secretary (1) (falI2006-winter
2007)
I have to say that I'm really
glad the communication on
this campus is small. Do the
students know that for the past
three weeks the NSUSGA has
been trying to pass a bill entitled
NSUSGA Compensation? Do
they even know what this bill
is about? Here, I'll tell you. The
NSUSGA is requesting, from
their overall budget ($100,000),
that $18,750 (which is what
they are requesting) go to all
NSUSGA related positions.
Here's the breakdown:
By~Saneaux
Managing Editor
Do you, dear reader,
know what would make me the
happiest newspaper writer of all?
The answer to that would be this:
if I went to a NSUSGA meeting
on Wednesday and came out of
the room with nothing on my
laptop screen, nothing to write
about, nothing at all but a smile
on my face that says ''All is well
in the land of the SGA." But that
never happens, and I don't think
it will any time soon.
The theme of last week's
meeting seemed to be "Let us nit-
pick and overkill discussion." As
Executive Secretary Jessica Boyd
and Vice President of Judicial
Affairs Laxmi Lalwani pointed
out during the meeting, the senate
stated and restated their points
of discussion several times. An
indescribable sensation of good
ole deja vu washed over me at that
Like most people, I get a lot
ofspam and chain letters in my email,
and I'm sure I'm not the only one who
has noticed that a great many of the
chain letters going into circulation
over the last few years have taken a
patriotic (or pseudo-patriotic) turn.
Perhaps not everyone gets them, but I
doubt the people sending them to me
are the ones creating them, and that
means someone get them. Other than
me, that is.
It seems that many of these
letters have the goal of making the
reader feel unpatriotic or un-American
(especially if they don't forward the
chain letter).
Butyou knowwhat? Choosing
not to forward a chain letter with
little animated flags and a 9/11 icon
or a yellow ribbon on them (which
all of the people in your address book
have probably seen twice anyway)
isn't unpatriotic. It's anti-spam.
The letters often talk about
people who don't support u.s. troops
being in Iraq, and usually involve a
story about a serviceman or woman
getting the better of these people
(because they're unpatriotic, too).
But hey, I can support our troops
while preferring that we support
them somewhere else. I can support
the troops but not support the
government who sends them places'
they probably shouldn't be; it's not
the soldiers' fault the Commander
in Chief has the mental capacity of a
sixth grader (no offense to any sixth
graders who may be reading this).
So no, I don't think I'm
unpatriotic, because there are different
kinds ofpatriotism. I love my country
(even though I get mad at it when
we do something stupid), I get upset
when people don't follow proper flag
etiquette, I vote, and I donate to the
drive to send to our troops (even
though most of them ought to be at
home).
In other words, don't let
those stupid emails bully you into
thinking you may be un-American.
You probably have your own way of
being patriotic, and it's as American
to disagree. with the status quo as it
is to sing the national anthem ...
because being a patriot doesn't mean
being a sheep.
Dear NSU Community,
Sincerely,
~1'~fMJ4e

Additional Notes
Amy Van was appointed as
the first of three IOC Senators.
because they have not fulfilled
the (oxymoron alert!) mandatory
volunteer hours required by Student
Affairs and Leadership Development.
Gershman told the SGA that this
year's clubs are suffering because of
this mandate. He also predicted that
re-chartered clubs will come back in
the winter semester asking for funds
and suggested that the SGA keep
more money than usual in its reserve
funds in anticipation.
The possible situation posed
by re-chartered clubs and the fact
that money will be drawn out of the
SGA's budget for the Compensation
Bill leaves the SGA in a dangerous
position. Last year's SGA was able to
spend practically its entire budget,
but it looks like that might be more
of a challenge this time around.
But, hey, we all know that
optimistic, ancient proverb: "What
does not kill you makes you stronger." .
Let us just hope that applies to student
government associations as well.
up when a new senator was appointed.
Nevertheless, as miserable fate would
have it, the bill was tabled for this week.
I should have saved my secondary title
of "Status Quo" from last week's article
for this installment, but I was going for
a Kurt Vonnegut look.
My thoughts turned to the clubs
and organizations after the bill was
re-shelved. What would they think of
this Compensation Bill that will pull a
partial amount of its total from money
they are supposed to receive to fund
their own events? Former Freshman
Senator Steven Reddywas in attendance
and made it clear that clubs will not be
happy. I would have asked someone
from a club what they thought, being
the seasoned investigative journalist I
am, but no one was there. I am not
even sure someone is reading this. A5 it
generally happens, clubs only show up
to support their bill, then scatter like
roaches when the money is in their
hands (or they do not show up at all).
Here is another issue that will
not and has not made clubs giggle
with glee or double up with delight: a
not-so-good portion of the clubs and
organizations have lost their charters
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"...clubs, only show up to support their
bill, then scatter like roaches when the
money is in their hands."
Stop by the Current Newspaper to pick up your
FREE advance screening pass starting today!
No purchase necessary. Supplies limited. One pass per student. Each pass admits two!
THEATRE IS OVERBOOKED TO ENSURE A FULL HOUSE. Passes received through this promotion do not guarantee admission
and must be surrendered upon demand. Seating is on a first come, first served basis.
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